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Postmortal Society
Feb 24 2022
Throughout history
mankind has
struggled to
reconcile itself with
the inescapability of
its own mortality.
This book explores
the themes of
immortality and
survivalism in
contemporary
culture, shedding
light on the varied
and ingenious ways
in which humans
and human
societies aspire to
confront and deal
with death, or even
seek to outlive it, as
it were. Bringing
together theoretical
and empirical work
from internationally
acclaimed scholars
across a range of
disciplines,
Postmortal Society

offers studies of the
strategies adopted
and means
available in modern
society for trying to
‘cheat’ death or
prolong life, the
status of the dead
in the modern
Western world, the
effects of beliefs
that address the
terror of death in
other areas of life,
the
‘immortalisation’ of
celebrities, the
veneration of the
dead in virtual
worlds, symbolic
immortality through
work, the
implications of
understanding
‘immortality’ in
chemical-neuronal
terms, and the
apparent paradox of
our greater
reverence for the
dead in increasingly
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secular, capitalist
societies. A
fascinating
collection of studies
that explore
humanity’s
attempts to deal
with its own
mortality in the
modern age, this
book will appeal to
sociologists,
anthropologists,
philosophers and
scholars of cultural
studies with
interests in death
and dying.
The Art of
Michael Whelan
Mar 04 2020
Award-winning
artist Whelan has
illustrated the work
of almost every
major author in
speculative fiction.
Here are featured
all the artist's major
recent paintings, as
well as a series of
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25 never-beforeseen works
produced especially
for this book. Over
100 full-color
reproductions.
For Love of Evil
Aug 01 2022 The
Man Who Would Be
Satan Parry was a
gifted musician and
an apprentice in the
arts of White
Magic. But his life
of sweet promise
went disastrously
awry following the
sudden, violent
death of his beloved
Jolie. Led down the
twisted path of
wickedness and
depravity by Lilah
the harlot
demoness, Parry
thrived -- first as a
sorceror, then as a
monk, and finally as
a feared inquisitor.
But it wasn't until
his mortal flame
was extinguished
that Parry found his
true calling -- as the

Incarnation of Evil.
And, at the gates of
Hell, he prepared to
wage war on the
master himself -Lucifer, the dark
lord -- with
dominion over the
infernal realms the
ultimate prize!
And Eternity May
30 2022 centerIn
Pursuit of the
Ultimate Good After
an overwhelming
succession of
tragedies, life has
finally, mercifully
ended for Orlene,
once-mortal
daughter of Gaea.
Joined in Afterlife
by Jolie -- her
protector and the
sometime consort
of Satan himself -together they seek
out a third: Vita, a
very contemporary
mortal with
troubles,
attractions, and an
unsettling moral
code uniquely her
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own. An
extraordinary
triumvirate, they
embark on a great
quest to reawaken
the Incarnation of
Good in a world
where evil reigns -facing challenges
that will test the
very fiber of their
beings with trials as
numerous, as
mysterious, and as
devastating as the
Incarnations
themselves.
Wielding a Red
Sword Sep 02 2022
Here in a fourth
complete-in-itself
novel of the
Incarnations of
Immortality, Piers
Anthony again
combines
fascinating magic
with a gripping,
complex struggle
between good and
evil. Mym was a
dutiful son, but his
father the Rajah
interfered in his
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love life once too
often. Rather than
wed without love,
he took up the Red
Sword, symbol of
office of the
Incarnation of War.
At first he thought
his efforts could
ameliorate some of
the suffering
caused by Earth's
constant petty
wars. But he found
that behind all his
involvement were
the clever traps of
Satan. When
seeming mischance
placed him in Hell,
Mym organized a
great rebellion
among the Damned.
And Satan seemed
to capitulate. But
free again, Mym
learned that Satan
had been busy
stirring up riots and
war. Now it seemed
things had gone too
far and Satan must
surely win. There
was only one

desperate chance. .
..
Neq the Sword Dec
25 2021
Bearing an
Hourglass Oct 03
2022 Like On a Pale
Horse, this second,
complete-in-itself
novel of the
Incarnations of
Immortality is a
richly imagined and
always fascinating
story. And again,
Piers Anthony adds
to his gripping plot
a serious, thoughprovoking study of
good and evil.
When life seemed
pointless to Norton,
he accepted the
position as the
Incarnation of
Time, even though
it meant living
backward from
present to past. The
other seemily allpowerful Incarnates
of
Immortality—Death
, Fate, War, and
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Nature—made him
welcome. Even
Satan greeted him
with gifts. But he
soon discovered
that the gifts were
cunning traps.
While he had been
distracted, he had
become enmeshed
in a complex
scheme of the Evil
One to destroy all
that was good. In
the end, armed with
only the Hourglass,
Norton was forced
to confront the
immense power of
Satan directly. And
though Satan
banished him to
Hell, he was
resolved to fight on.
Chthon Nov 23
2021 A Nebula and
Hugo Award
Finalist: The first
novel by the New
York
Times–bestselling
author of the Xanth
series. Chthon was
Piers Anthony’s
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first published
novel in 1967,
written over the
course of seven
years. He started it
when he was in the
US Army, so it has
a long prison
sequence that is
reminiscent of that
experience, being
dark and grim. It
features Aton Five,
a space man who
commits the crime
of falling in love
with the dangerous,
alluring Minionette
and is therefore
condemned to
death in the
subterranean
prison of Chthon. It
uses flashbacks to
show how he came
to know the
Minionette, and
flash-forwards to
show how he dealt
with her after his
escape from prison.
The author regards
this as perhaps the
most intricately

structured novel
the science fantasy
genre has seen.
Hideaway Feb 01
2020 A powerful
new novel from
global bestseller
Nora Roberts about
finding what
matters most in the
least expected
places. If you're
after the perfect
pick-me-up, takeme-away-from-theworld read, then
she's your woman'
The Guardian One
day, she thought,
one moment, one
innocent game.
How was it that
day, that moment,
that game never
seemed to end?
Caitlyn Sullivan is
just nine years old
when a game of
Hide and Seek at a
family party will
change her life
forever. The
betrayal she
experienced that
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night will shape
Caitlyn's life, and
for years she runs
and runs, hiding
from the aftermath
of the trauma. But
Caitlyn comes to
realise that if she
wants to not just
survive but thrive
she must return to
the family home to
face up to her past.
What happened
that night may
always haunt
Caitlyn but she
must decide if it's
what you're running
from that matters.
Or who finds you.
'Nora Roberts is,
quite simply, a onewoman
phenomenon' Heat
'I love Nora
Roberts' Stephen
King
Incarnations of
Immortality Apr
28 2022
Physics of the Soul
Jan 14 2021 "Dr.
Amit Goswami
is
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one of the most
brilliant minds in
the world of
science. His
insights into the
relationship
between physics
and consciousness
have deeply
influenced by
understanding, and
I am deeply grateful
to him. Physics of
the Soul is both
challenging and
brilliant." —Deepak
Chopra Quantum
Physics and
Spirituality Made
Simple At last,
science and the
soul shake hands.
Writing in a style
that is both lucid
and charming,
mischievous and
profound, Dr. Amit
Goswami uses the
language and
concepts of
quantum physics to
explore and
scientifically prove
metaphysical

theories of
reincarnation and
immortality. In
Physics of the Soul,
Goswami helps
readers understand
the perplexities of
the quantum
physics model of
reality and the
perennial beliefs of
spiritual and
religious traditions.
He shows how they
are not only
compatible but also
provide essential
support for each
other. The result is
a deeply
broadened,
exciting, and
enriched worldview
that integrates
mind and spirit into
science.
Cube Route Aug
28 2019 After
secretly uttering a
wish to be
beautiful, Cube, a
plain young woman,
and her companions
embark on a search
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for the Cube Route,
which leads them to
a mysterious
Counter-Xanth,
where things can be
transformed into
their opposites.
The Alchemy of
Forever Mar 28
2022 People say
'love never dies'…
but love might be
the death of
Seraphina.
Seraphina has been
alive since the
Middle Ages, when
her boyfriend,
Cyrus, managed to
perfect a method of
alchemy that lets
them swap bodies
with any human
being. She doesn't
want to die, so she
finds young people
who are on the
brink of death, and
inhabits their
bodies. When we
meet Sera, she has
landed in the body
of a girl named
Kailey who was
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about to die in a car
accident. For the
first time, Sera falls
in love with the life
of the person she's
inhabiting. Sera
also falls for the
boy next door,
Noah. And soon it's
clear the feelings
are returned.
Unfortunately, she
can never kiss
Noah, because for
her to touch lips
with a human
would mean the
human's death. And
she has even more
to worry about:
Cyrus is chasing
her, and if she stays
in one place for
long, she puts
herself -and the
people she's grown
to care for - in
danger.
Pet Peeve Nov 11
2020 "Aimless and
heartbroken after
the recent passing
of his beloved wife,
Go Go, Goody

Goblin reluctantly
agrees to undertake
this unenviable
mission, armed only
with a bag of halfspent spells and
guarded by a
brawny woman
warrior called
Hannah Barbarian.
Their daunting
quest leads them on
a wild and
wondrous journey
from the chaotic
Region of Madness
to the
genderbending No
Man's Land, from
the wells of memory
to the realm of
dreams.".
Norse Mythology
Aug 09 2020 THE
NO. 1 SUNDAY
TIMES AND NEW
YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER
FROM THE COAUTHOR OF GOOD
OMENS, NOW A
MAJOR AMAZON
PRIME SERIES
'With the deftest of
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touches, the
characters are once
again brought to
life' JOANNE
HARRIS 'The halls
of Valhalla have
been crying out for
Gaiman to tell their
stories' OBSERVER
The great Norse
myths, which have
inspired so much of
modern fiction, are
dazzlingly retold by
Neil Gaiman. Tales
of dwarfs and frost
giants, of treasure
and magic, and of
Asgard, home to the
gods: Odin the allfather, highest and
oldest of the Aesir;
his mighty son
Thor, whose
hammer Mjollnir
makes the
mountain giants
tremble; Loki, wily
and handsome,
reliably unreliable
in his lusts; and
Freya, more
beautiful than the
sun or the moon,
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who spurns those
who seek to control
her. From the dawn
of the world to the
twilight of the gods,
this is a thrilling,
vivid retelling of the
Norse myths from
the award-winning,
bestselling Neil
Gaiman. *This book
has been printed
with two different
cover designs. We
are unable to
accept requests for
a specific cover.
The different covers
will be assigned to
orders at random*
Prostho Plus Mar
16 2021 Dr.
Dillingham,
terrestrial dentist,
is kidnapped by
aliens, forced to
treat a cavity in a
very strange mouth,
whisked off to the
far reaches of the
galaxy, and offered
a prestigious
position at the
Galactic University

of Dentistry
Midnight Over
Sanctaphrax May
06 2020
"Sanctaphrax will
be destroyed by the
energy of the
Mother Storm!" Far
out in open sky, a
ferocious storm is
brewing. In its path
is Sanctaphrax — a
magnificent city
built on a floating
rock and tethered
to the land by a
massive chain. Only
Twig — a young sky
pirate captain who
has dared to sail
over the Edge —
has learned of the
approaching
danger. But his
perilous voyage
destroys his sky
ship, hurling his
crew into and
beyond the
Deepwoods, and
robbing Twig of all
memory… The third
thrilling title in the
The Edge
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Chronicles, a
spectacular fantasy
series that is
brilliantly
illustrated and
teeming with
gloriously
imaginative
characters.
Firefly May 18
2021 The
inhabitants of a
remote estate in
Florida's savannah
country fall under
the spell of a
horrible predator
who inflames and
perverts their
sexual desires,
leading to a series
of bizarre and
deadly encounters
Beyond This
Horizon Feb 12
2021 Utopia has
been achieved. For
centuries, disease,
hunger, poverty
and war have been
things found only in
the histories. And
applied genetics
has givenDownloaded
men and
from
singaporeeye.com on
December 5, 2022 by
guest

women the bodies
of athletes and a
lifespan of over a
century. They
should all have
been very happy....
But Hamilton Felix
is bored. And he is
the culmination of a
star line; each of
his last thirty
ancestors chosen
for superior genes.
Hamilton is, as far
as genetics can
produce one, the
ultimate man. And
this ultimate man
can see no reason
why the human
race should survive,
and has no
intention of
continuing the
pointless comedy.
However,
Hamilton's life is
about to become
less boring. A
secret cabal of
revolutionaries who
find utopia not just
boring, but
desperately in need

of leaders who
know just What
Needs to be Done,
are planning to
revolt and put
themselves in
charge. Knowing of
Hamilton's
disenchantment
with the modern
world, they have
recruited him to
join their Glorious
Revolution. Big
mistake! The
revolutionaries are
about to find out
that recruiting a
superman is
definitely not a
good idea.... With
an all new
afterword by Tony
Daniel. At the
publisher's request,
this title is sold
without DRM
(Digital Rights
Management).
Aliena Too Oct 30
2019 An alien
starfish and a
human man must
learn to live in each
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other’s bodies in
Piers Anthony’s
ingenious sequel to
the science fiction
gem Aliena Along
with fellow
members of her
sapient starfish
race, Aliena
traveled many lightyears to Earth.
There, in the host
body of a human
woman, the
inquisitive
extraterrestrial
learned how to exist
as a member of this
perplexing
earthborn race.
Now Piers Anthony,
the New York
Times–bestselling
maestro of science
fiction and fantasy,
continues the story
in Aliena Too, as
the males of two
markedly different
species must
somehow adapt to
one another. Lida
Fisher knows that
her beloved
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husband, Quincy,
will die soon as the
result of a rare and
terrible brain
rejection syndrome.
But there is one
hope. If Quincy
consents to switch
brains with one of
the alien beings
that have arrived
from the other side
of the galaxy, he
will live on—albeit
in the body of a
starfish. And that
means Lida must
agree to let a new
man into her life
and her bed, one
with the face and
body of her adored
husband but with
the mind of an alien
stranger. More
difficult still, Lida
must somehow
teach this star man
how to love. And
many miles above
the earth, Quincy
also will have to
make extreme
adjustments to a

body and an
existence he never
dreamed would be
his. But luckily,
both Fishers will
have someone to
guide them through
the perils, pitfalls,
and traumas that
must invariably
accompany their
strange new
reality—a truly
remarkable
creature who has
already been there
and back again:
Aliena.
On a Pale Horse
Jun 30 2022 In this
first novel of the
Incarnations of
Immortality, Piers
Anthony combines a
gripping story of
romance and
conflicting loyalties
with a deeply
moving examination
of the meaning of
life and death. This
is a novel that will
long linger in the
reader's mind.
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Shooting Death was
a mistake, as Zane
soon discovered.
For the man who
killed the
Incarnation of
Death was
immediately forced
to assume the
vacant position!
Thereafter, he must
speed over the
world, riding his
pale horse, and
ending the lives of
others. Zane was
forced to accept his
unwelcome task,
despite the rules
that seemed
woefully unfair. But
then he found
himself being
drawn into an evil
plot of Satan.
Already the prince
of Evil was forging
a trap in which
Zane must act to
destroy Luna, the
woman he loved.
He could see only
one possible way to
defeat the Father of
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Lies. It was
unthinkable—but he
had no other
solution!
And Eternity Sep 09
2020 Centered on
the Incarnation of
Good, the finale to
the "Incarnations of
Immortality" series
follows Orlene in
the afterlife, where
she allies with Jolie,
Satan's consort,
and troubled mortal
Vita to test
morality's limits
With a Tangled
Skein Jun 18 2021
Here in this third
complete-in-itself
novel of the
Incarnations of
Immortality, Piers
Anthony weaves a
fascinating plot as
tangled as any
skein of fate. This is
Anthony at his most
ingenious, with
another gripping
fantasy of the
struggle of the
incarnations

against the
machinations of
Satan. When the
man Niobe loved
was shot, she
learned that she
had been the
target, in a devious
plot of the Devil's.
Hoping for revenge.
Niobe accepted a
position as one of
the three Aspects of
Fate, only to find
that Satan's plots
were tangled into
the very Tapestry of
Fate. Now the Evil
One was laying a
trap to ruin Niobe's
granddaughter
Luna, who
threatened his
plans—and he had
tricked her son into
Hell. Niobe's only
chance to save her
son and Luna was
to accept a
challenge by the
Prince of Deceit—a
challenge to be
decided in Hell and
in a maze of Satan's
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devising!
Beyond the
Deepwoods Jan 02
2020 Twig leaves
the safety of the
Deepwoods, where
he lives among the
Woodtrolls, to
discover his true
heritage and
encounters some
unforgettable, and
dangerous,
characters along
the way. Reprint.
Blue Adept Jun 06
2020 In this
brilliant
continuation of the
epic adventure that
began in Split
Infinity, Piers
Anthony again
proves himself a
master of both
fantasy and science
fiction For Stile, life
was a matter of
shuttling madly
between two
worlds, with the
problems growing
greater on each. On
the science world of
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Proton, he was a
serf, trying to prove
his right to exist by
competing in the
Great Games. On
Phaze, where only
magic worked, he
was the Blue Adept,
trying to master the
powers of sorcery.
And on both worlds,
someone was trying
to assassinate him.
Aside from winning
increasingly
difficult contests
with no time to
prepare, all he had
to do was win the
love of the Lady
Blue, fight a
dragon, discover
the ultimate
weapon—and, of
course, seek the
paranoid Adept or
the all-powerful
Citizen who was
trying to kill him!
And now, just when
things were
growing impossible,
he had to fight a
mortal duel with

the unicorn Herd
Leader, against
whom his magic
powers were
useless!
Source of Magic
Dec 01 2019 A
quest for the source
of power
threatened to doom
the land of Xanth
As a ruler of a
country steeped in
enchantment, King
Trent was naturally
curious about the
source of its magic.
It made sense to
order Bink, the only
one of his subjects
immune to
supernatural harm,
to undertake a
quest to discover
the wellspring of
Xanth’s uniqueness.
From the
beginning, Bink and
his companions,
Chester the centaur
and Crombie, the
soldier transformed
into a griffin, were
harried by an
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unseen enemy
determined to
thwart them. Even
the power of Good
Magician Humfrey,
together with
Bink’s protective
talent, scarcely
saved their lives.
Then when
Humfrey and
Crombie turned
against him, all
seemed lost. But
Bink's ingenuity
and luck prevailed,
and he reached his
goal. The King’s
orders had been
carried out . . . But
the King had not
expected Bink’s
next act—to destroy
utterly the magic of
Xanth!
A Spell for
Chameleon Jan 26
2022 BEST NOVEL
OF THE YEAR,
BRITISH FANTASY
SOCIETY •
Discover the
magical beginning
of Piers Anthony’s
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enthralling Xanth
series Xanth was
the enchanted land
where magic
ruled—where every
citizen had a
special spell only he
could cast. It was a
land of centaurs
and dragons and
basilisks. For Bink
of North Village,
however, Xanth was
no fairy tale. He
alone had no magic.
And unless he got
some—and got
some fast!—he
would be exiled.
Forever. But the
Good Magician
Humfrey was
convinced that Bink
did indeed have
magic. In fact, both
Beauregard the
genie and the
magic wall chart
insisted that Bink
had magic. Magic
as powerful as any
possessed by the
King or by Good
Magician

Humfrey—or even
by the Evil
Magician Trent. Be
that as it may, no
one could fathom
the nature of Bink’s
very special magic.
Bink was in despair.
This was even
worse than having
no magic at all . . .
and he would still
be exiled! Thus
begins Piers
Anthony’s
enthralling Xanth
series. . . .
On a Pale Horse
Aug 21 2021 As the
Incarnation of
Death, Zane must
end the lives of
others but then he
finds himself being
drawn into an evil
plot of Satan's, to
destroy Luna, the
woman he loves.
Copyright © Libri
GmbH. All rights
reserved.
Domes of Fire Jul
20 2021 Begins a
new David Eddings
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trilogy, set a few
years after the
events of The
Elenium... At the
conclusion of The
Elenium the
company of Pandion
Knights led by Sir
Sparhawk, having
freed Queen Ehlana
of Elenia from the
spell that
threatened her life,
had marched on
Zemoch, routed
their enemies and
defeated or
destroyed the evil
god Azash.
Sparhawk returned
to Elenia, where he
and Ehlana were
married. But their
peaceful reign is
destined not to last
long. A few years
later, in the Tamul
Empire far to the
east, unrest is
brewing which
threatens the
nation's stability.
Investigations show
that the trouble is
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clearly of
paranormal origin,
and suspicion at
first falls upon the
Styrics. These
suspicions prove
unfounded, and
indeed it is the preeminent Styric
magician Zalasta
who suggests that
the Empire look
westwards for
assistance in
solving their
problems...
specifically, to the
legendary warrior
Sparhawk.
Evermore Jul 28
2019 Don't miss
Evermore, the first
book in Alyson
Noël's #1 New York
Times bestselling
The Immortals
series. Enter an
enchanting new
world where true
love never dies. . .
After a horrible
accident claimed
the lives of her
family, sixteen-year-

old Ever Bloom can
see people's auras,
hear their thoughts,
and know
someone's entire
life story by
touching them.
Going out of her
way to avoid human
contact and
suppress her
abilities, she has
been branded a
freak at her new
high school—but
everything changes
when she meets
Damen Auguste.
Damen is gorgeous,
exotic and wealthy.
He's the only one
who can silence the
noise and random
energy in her
head—wielding a
magic so intense,
it's as though he
can peer straight
into her soul. As
Ever is drawn
deeper into his
enticing world of
secrets and
mystery, she's left
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with more
questions than
answers. And she
has no idea just
who he really is—or
what he is. The only
thing she knows to
be true is that she's
falling deeply and
helplessly in love
with him.
Ka Apr 16 2021
"Dar Oakley -- the
first Crow in all of
Crow history with a
name of his own -was born two
thousand years ago.
He tells the story of
his impossible lives
and deaths to a
man who has
learned his
language in this
exquisite novel
which unravels like
a fireside fable, by
award-winning
author John
Crowley. In Ka we
see how young Dar
Oakley went down
into the human
underworld
long
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before Julius Caesar
came into the Celtic
lands, and there got
hold of the
immortality meant
for humans; how he
sailed West to
America with the
Irish monks
searching for the
Paradise of the
Saints; how again
and again he went
down into the lands
of the dead and
returned. All these
beings inhabit Ka,
the realm of Crows,
and dwell also in
Ymr, the realm
where -- as Dar
Oakley learns -what humans think
is so, really is so,
even though we
could have so much
more"-Thanos Sep 29
2019
Split Infinity Oct
11 2020 On the
technological,
decadent world of
Proton, someone

was trying to
destroy Stile, serf
and master
Gamesman. His
only escape lay
through a
mysterious
“curtain” revealed
by a loving robot.
Beyond the curtain
lay Phaze—a world
totally ruled by
magic. There, his
first encounter was
with an amulet that
turned into a
demon determined
to choke him to
death. And there,
he soon learned, his
alternate self had
already been
murdered by
sorcery, and he was
due to be the next
victim. “Know
thyself!” the
infallible Oracle
told him. But first
he must save
himself as he
shuttled between
worlds. On Proton,
his fate depended
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on winning the
great Games. On
Phaze, he could
survive only by
mastering magic.
And if he used any
magic at all, the
werewolf and the
unicorn who were
his only friends
were determined to
kill him at once!
Macroscope Sep 21
2021 Throughout
history, man has
been searching for
better ways to
gather information
about his universe.
But although they
may have longed
for it, not even the
most brilliant minds
could conceive of a
device as infinitely
powerful or as
immeasurably
precise as the
Macroscope, until
the twenty-first
century. This is a
story of mans
desperate search
for a compromise
Downloaded from
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between his mind
and his heart,
between knowledge
and humanity.
The Iron Maiden Jul
08 2020 From a
New York
Times–bestselling
author: The
revealing final book
in this sci-fi epic
tracks the rise and
fall of Jupiter’s
tyrant—from the
perspective of his
sister. The final
installment of the
Bio of a Space
Tyrant series covers
the same period as
the first five books,
but with a twist.
The Iron Maiden is
told from the point
of view of Hope’s
sister, Spirit. This
book fills in the
gaps when the two
siblings were apart
and perfectly wraps
up this scintillating
series!
Bearing an
Hourglass Dec 13

2020 Norton, griefstricken over the
death of his child
and the suicide of
his beloved,
volunteers to
become the
Incarnation of Time
and finds himself
enmeshed in
Satan's foul plot to
destroy all that is
good.
Being a Green
Mother Nov 04
2022 Orb had a
rare gift--the magic
which manifested
whenever she sang
or played her harp.
No one could resist
her music. But she
knew that greater
magic lay in the
Llano, the mystic
music that
controlled all
things. The quest
for the Llano
occupied Orb's life.
Until she met
Natasha, handsome
and charming, and
an even finer
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musician. But her
mother Niobe came
as an Aspect of
Fire, with the news
that Orb had been
chosen for the role
of Incarnation of
Nature--The Green
Mother. But she
also warned of a
prophecy that Orb
was to marry Evil.
Could she be sure
that Natasha was
not really Satan,
the Master of
Illusion, laying a
trap for her...?
The Xenotext Apr
04 2020 "Many
artists seek to
attain immortality
through their art,
but few would
expect their work to
outlast the human
race and live on for
billions of years. As
Canadian poet
Christian Bök has
realized, it all
comes down to the
durability of your
materials."—The
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singaporeeye.com on
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Guardian
Internationally
best-selling poet
Christian Bök has
spent more than ten
years writing what
promises to be the
first example of
"living poetry."
After successfully
demonstrating his
concept in a colony
of E. coli, Bök is on
the verge of
enciphering a
beautiful,
anomalous poem
into the genome of
an unkillable
bacterium
(Deinococcus
radiodurans), which
can, in turn, "read"
his text, responding
to it by
manufacturing a
viable, benign
protein, whose
sequence of amino
acids enciphers yet
another poem. The
engineered
organism might
conceivably serve

as a postapocalyptic archive,
capable of
outlasting our
civilization. Book I
of The Xenotext
constitutes a kind
of "demonic
grimoire,"
providing a
scientific
framework for the
project with a
series of poems,
texts, and
illustrations. A
Virgilian welcome
to the Inferno, Book
I is the "orphic"
volume in a diptych,
addressing the
pastoral heritage of
poets, who have
sought to supplant
nature in both
beauty and terror.
The book sets the
conceptual
groundwork for the
second volume,
which will
document the
experiment itself.
The Xenotext is
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experimental poetry
in the truest sense
of the term.
Christian Bök is the
author of
Crystallography
(1994) and Eunoia
(2001), which won
the Griffin Poetry
Prize. He teaches at
the University of
Calgary in Alberta,
Canada.
The Book of
Immortality Oct 23
2021 What have we
not done to live
forever? Adam
Leith Gollner, the
critically acclaimed
author of The Fruit
Hunters, weaves
together religion,
science, and
mythology in a
gripping
exploration of the
most universal of
human obsessions:
immortality. Raised
without religion,
Adam Leith Gollner
was struck by
mankind’s tireless
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efforts to cheat
aging and death. In
a narrative that
pivots between
profundity and
hilarity, he brings
us into the world of
those whose lives
are shaped by a
belief in
immortality. From a
Jesuit priest on his
deathbed to antiaging researchers
at Harvard, Gollner-sorting truth from
absurdity-canvasses religion
and science for
insight, along with
an array of cults,
myths, and fringe
figures. He
journeys to David
Copperfield’s
archipelago in the
Bahamas, where
the magician claims
to have found “a
liquid that reverses
genes.” He explores
a cryonics facility,
attends a costume

party set in the year
2068 with a group
of radical lifeextensionists, and
soaks in the
transformative
mineral waters at
the Esalen Institute.
Looking to history,
Gollner visits St.
Augustine, Florida,
where Ponce de
Leon is thought to
have sought the
fountain of youth.
Combining
immersive
reporting, rigorous
research, and
lyrical prose,
Gollner charts the
rise of longevity
science from its
alchemical
beginnings to
modern-day genetic
interventions. He
delves into the
symbolic
representation of
eternal life and its
connection to
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water. Interlaced
throughout is a
compelling
meditation on the
nature of belief,
showing how every
story we tell about
immortality is a
story about the
meaning of death.
“Part journalist,
part detective, part
scientist” (New
York Post), Adam
Leith Gollner has
written a rollicking
and revelatory
examination of our
age-old notion of
living forever.
Wielding a Red
Sword Jun 26 2019
Mym, an Indian
prince in a land
dominated totally
by rajahs, assumes
the role of War and,
in his new
incarnation, sets
out to alleviate
injustice and
undermine the evil
power of Satan
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